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Before diving in, a quick reminder of our mission and purpose: 

Mission Statement & Purpose 
The Communications Committee is the drumbeat of the Cooperative for its shareholders. 
It will keep our shareholders in step with our mission as a Cooperative, with the purpose 
of driving participation over the long term. 

Board Bulletin 
In service of our mission, we’ve published two Board Bulletins, one after the November Board 
meeting, and one after the December meeting.  
 
The content of the bulletin is mostly a curated view of the materials and discussion from the 
most recent Board meeting, boiled down into scannable chunks that link to more detailed 
reports and minutes. Each bulletin strives to emphasize the most important information at the 
time of publication, or urgent action to take.  
 
In the first bulletin, we emphasized the origin and purpose of the bulletin, which was largely an 
outgrowth of the strategic planning research of the last few years. In the second bulletin, we 
emphasized the upcoming Board election. 
 

● Dec/Jan 2023 Board Bulletin 
● Nov/Dec 2022 Board Bulletin 

 
After we publish the bulletin, we email a link to the bulletin to the shareholders for whom we 
have email addresses. We also post it in the Basebox. 
 
Each bulletin invites shareholders to provide feedback or raise their hands by emailing 
communicationscommittee@madriverglen.com. 

  

https://mrgboardbulletin.notion.site/MRG-Board-Bulletins-43077a31e2c34dd994d3793c60b07896
https://mrgboardbulletin.notion.site/Dec-Jan-2023-Board-Bulletin-3c2409ec03964457897889179b42be24
https://mrgboardbulletin.notion.site/Nov-Dec-2022-Board-Bulletin-7c24ea64c4974cacb2ca7d6cc5cf7d51


Engagement 

Bulletin emails 

Bulletin Distribution Opens Clicks 

2 ~2,000 65.8% 21.1% 

1 ~2,000 59.4% 10.9% 
 
Note that the second bulletin email had less information and a more prominent call to action to 
read the bulletin. 

Feedback 
We’ve received 17 emails since the first bulletin.  

# Type 

9 Positive feedback 

4 Unsubscribe / not a shareholder 

2 Sunnyside Double 

1 Election 

1 Board meeting info 
 
Some choice excerpts from positive feedback emails: 
 

1. This is really great. I enjoyed reading this info and I plan to read all of 
the board bulletin's in the future. Thanks for all you do. 

2. LOVE THIS! Thank you so much.  
3. I was so pleased to receive the new Board Bulletin, This is a great 

resource and it is much appreciated. I think it will go along way to 
keep shareholders engaged and to help build the MRG community. 
Nicely done! 

 
The next bulletin will be published in the next week or two, before the next meeting. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Brad Noble 
Board VP, Communications Committee Chair 
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